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FEATURING ON-GOING PROJECT PLANS for YARINGA
YARINGA MORE ACCESSIBLE THAN EVER

DIRECT LINK BETWEEN BAYS
Sealing the unmade section of the Peninsula’s major
East-West arterial Bungower Road and construction of
roundabouts at major intersections has now created a
direct traffic link between Yaringa and Mornington
with ready access between the two bays. Completion of
this long awaited project opens up Yaringa and Western
Port to residents and tourist traffic from Mount Eliza &
Mt Martha to Dromana, Rosebud & Sorrento
Progressive duplication of Dandenong-Hastings Road
(Western Port Highway), construction of roundabouts
and the opening of Eastlink have combined to provide
unprecedented Yaringa access to and from Melbourne
and all suburbs, particularly the rapidly expanding south
-east growth corridor.
So with Yaringa well and truly “On the Map”, now is
the time to address another serious traffic issue. More
urgent than ever is a new roundabout for the exceedingly dangerous intersection of Bungower Road and
Tyabb-Hastings Road which, as we all well know
carries heavy traffic between Hastings and Cranbourne,
the south east growth corridor and Gippsland.

YARINGA GOING GREENER THAN EVER

FUTURE REDEVELOPMENT
Around 25 years ago Stefan established Yaringa Boat
Harbour within a natural coastal bush setting. Yaringa
was soon acknowledged and proudly promoted as an
Environmentally Friendly Marina – the only natural
bushland marina in any Australian capital city.
Each stage of expansion since those early days has
been planned and managed to minimize disturbance to
coastal vegetation, retaining the native bushland setting
and a blend of preserving the environment with valid
recreational boating and maritime developments.

Full Report
in this issue

YARINGA FISHING
CLUB IS BOOMING

ALSO BE SURE TO VISIT
www.yaringafishingclub.com
for latest fishing news & comps

*Yaringa Yachties sail Western Port
*Kids Special Day@Yaringa-Feature
*Slipway/saddle-Carrier news
ALSO IN
*Yaringa: Greener & Cleaner
THIS ISSUE
* Pacifica Dream-Special Feature
*Yaringa Mariners Club news
*Enterprising adventure on Enterprize
*Euphoria turns to despair - Masquerade-Special Feature
*From Landlubbers to Cruising Yachties-Feature Article
*Age or Gender no barrier in Yaringa Fishing Club
*Yaringa Boat Services: Contractors, Retail & Food
*Knowing your marina staff: Wayne’s Weekend World
*Special Info Section on Projects ‘In the Pipeline…’
*And lots more news, photos & information-32 pages

So it will be no surprise given Yaringa’s history that we
are about to go even greener as Stefan’s plans for major
redevelopments unfold at Yaringa Boat Harbour.
Upgrading existing berths, new entrances improved
security & services, new dry stack facility, inland extension for extra wet berths and affordable inland tourist apartments will all be achieved over time. Carbon
off-sets, a reduced carbon footprint & renewable enSTOP PRESS
ergy are all made possible through the exciting new
100 hectare Yaringa Energy Conservation Park opposite Yaringa on the northwest tip of French Island.
Waiting lists for wet berths and dry storage (See page 19)

YARINGA AT FULL CAPACITY
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IN THE PIPELINE... Yaringa Inland Projects in Planning Phase.

The media first reported inland projects which have been in the planning pipeline for some years early in October 2009.
Mike Hast from the Independent sensing that these exciting projects were receiving widespread support ran a story which
made headline news on the front page of the Frankston and Hastings Independent. It appears below if you missed it. Planning phases for projects like these take many years and as you well know the wheels of bureaucracy turn slowly. However
the response has been encouraging and both this Issue and next year’s Magazine will keep members up to date on progress.

IN THE PIPELINE... continues in centre pages of

this issue (Project Information Part 1: Yaringa Energy
Conservation Park on French Island). Part 2 provides
an update on Yaringa Inland redevelopments and will
feature in the next issue of Yaringa Magazine

YARINGA GOING GREENER THAN EVER see centre pages– this issue
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High Tides in
Western Port

Yaringa Slipway News

Is it time to slip your boat?

Every few years a King Tide impacts on
Yaringa usually combining with strong
SE winds or low air pressure or both. If it
High Tide 2009 reaches this far north then the foreshore
precinct of Hastings has water lapping at
buildings & houses. And by then car parks, low lying
streets and foreshore facilities are already under water.
High tides at Yaringa have not caused any real damage in
the past and can be quite uplifting to the mood & spirit of
the Boat Harbour. Certainly any significant rise in sea
levels is not expected to impact on Yaringa especially
within the predictable future or even this century, if at all.
Yaringa members who recall the high tides 25 years ago
(Bob, Joe, Maurice) will say they were higher back then.
Manager Rob operates Lift Kojak assists

June 2004

May 2003

YARINGA GOING GREENER THAN EVER
Exploring alternative sources of energy is part of the
planning for all Yaringa developments in the pipeline.
WAVE
POWER

The even better news is that our Travel Lift operators
have recently upgraded their qualifications and now
hold nationally credited Straddle Carrier Operations &
Maintenance Certificates. Having completed training
courses over the years, they have each been assessed
in the advanced course (October 2009) as having a ‘very
high level of competence in work place best practice
operating a straddle carrier’.

Howard Kinns sees
potential in wave
power and photographed this trial rig
measuring
energy
output from tidal Congratulations
movement.
team on being

Les Morrison (Renergy
WIND
Power Systems P/L)
POWER
has been measuring
wind speed & reliability
in Yaringa’s Energy
Conservation Park
on French Is. for a year.
He will now measure
the wind 90 metres up.
See IN THE PIPELINE
Part 1 (centre pages)
SOLAR
POWER

The good news is that the staff who slip your boat Huck,
Rob, Wayne & Stefan with Kojak always on hand, have
between them over 70 years experience slipping yachts,
cruisers, fishing trawlers, ferries & other large vessels.

Planned Yaringa inland holiday
apartments are to be solar powered. Solar energy is planned
for other uses at the Harbour
and already lights up navigation
lights on Yaringa’s channel
markers. (see page 6)

amongst
the
best trained &
best qualified
team of boat
lifting and slipping operators anywhere in Australia.
Hucky, our most experienced Straddle Carrier
operator, manoeuvers the French Island car
ferry Barge into position.
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THE COMPLETION & LAUNCHING OF MV PACIFICA AT YARINGA

Special Feature

Dreams come true at last for third owner of steel hull.
When Bernie Anderson spotted a steel hull lying idle in Tyabb, a vision for creating his dream boat was kindled. Two
previous owners of this massive John Hunter designed vessel had once shared similar visions for the long neglected hull
but Bernie was able to bring such an ambitious plan to
fruition. In doing so he fulfilled his dream of owning a
magnificent luxurious family recreational fishing boat.
The transformation of Pacific took Bernie several years
drawing on the skills and experience of boat builders
and fit out experts in Somerville, Mornington and the
Boat Serving Complex at Yaringa Boat Harbour where
it was completed & launched in September 2009.

Pacifica is almost 18 metres (55 ft) in length, weighs 47 tonnes
and can carry 7,500 litres of fuel for long range cruising. Twin
150hp John Deere diesels use about 12 litres of fuel per hour at
cruising speed of 8.5 knots.
Just some of the features of this six berth
luxury cruiser include:
•
High-tech equipment such as
$20,000 electronic stabilizers on each
side of the vessel;
•
Every conceivable state of the art
device on the main bridge, all duplicated
on the fly bridge;
•
240 volt power, air conditioning,
UHF, VHF radios & internet connection;
•
All fixtures, fittings and items to
ensure the safety & comfort of those who
take to sea on this amazing fishing boat.
AKNOWLEDGEMENT Thanks to the research
& reporting of Mike Hast (Independent News)
and photos from Les Morrison (Yaringa)
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Special Feature continues

The launching
of MV Pacifica
Poised high over the slipway the
47 tonnes of graciousness held
spectators spellbound.
As described by Mike Hast of The
Independent News in a later article
in the local press:
“Pacifica is beautiful; a floating
work of art, all gleaming paint
and stainless steel outside, and
South American timber inside.”
Indeed Pacifica cut an impressive
line on the water while temporarily
berthed opposite Yaringa Marina
Restaurant much to the delight and
pleasure of diners able to admire
the cruiser in her full glory. Superb
Lines, meticulously finished.
Bernie Anderson and wife Shelley watched a tad nervously from the
prow of their new boat as the crane prepared to lift, then carefully
lower Pacifica into the water for the first time. Once the vessel was
safely settled in Yaringa slipway Travel Lift holding bay (it fitted
snugly) the engines were started. All was good for the Andersons!
Shelley proceeded with the
ceremonial Champagne
Christening. Later they reflected on the assistance
they had received at Yaringa
and thanked all the marine
contractors who made the
mammoth project possible.
Bernie and sons Mathew &
Danny have taken the boat
to her Whitsundays’ berth
just north of the Anderson’s
home town of Mackay.
All family members are fishing & boating enthusiasts so
their first major voyage together in MV Pacifica is
planned for early 2010,
cruising to Darwin, the Kimberley Broome & back.
Yaringa owner Stefan
praised their perseverance
thanking them for choosing
Yaringa and using on-site
contractors who welcomed
the work in tight economic
times during their time here.
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YARINGA PERSONALITY- a profile of our elder statesman

KEEPING THE MARINA WHEELS TURNING

Guru Bob has Everyone's Respect
Over 20 plus years Bob Clow has won many Yaringa
member awards: ‘Most recognizable’ Most respected’
Most trusted’ ‘Most tactful’ & the fairest yacht racing
handicapper, referee and committee boat skipper ever.
From very early days
Bob & Mel stayed on
Shanita then lived on
Lady Irene. Bob was
our first on-site marine contractor well
before Yaringa Boat
Services was set up
in the late nineties.
From 1996 he was co
-organizer (with Alan
Hurst) of Yaringa Yacht Races and instrumental in forming Yaringa Yacht Club. Week after week during both
Summer and Winter racing series, he would head out on
Lady Irene as starter & referee. He logged performances,
calculated handicaps and posted results on the notice board
& website. Rain or shine he was always on hand with his
committee boat, supervising and rendering assistance when
needed. With his loyal crew including Mel, Brenda, Perry
Geoff & a youthful Miranda Borzecki Bob gave sterling
service to Yaringa Yacht Racing, eventually stepping
down from that role in 2005. He needed a well earned rest.
Earlier this decade
Bob sold his suburban electronics &
sound system businesses and their
Belgrave home to
focus full time on
Clow Marine Electronics at Yaringa.

Top: Stefan Rob Huck
Mid: Miranda Sheryl Wayne
Bottom row: Gregg Ray Dave Tom
YARINGA GOING GREENER THAN EVER

Solar power lights up channel markers.

Easy to navigate by day and now also at night, Yaringa’s
channel provides access to a designated Safe Harbour. The
wider boating public & local community all benefit from this
Mel originally helped to get Yaringa Restaurant started and safety initiative. It is another step towards green energy.
still works at the Restaurant part time. They were live-aYaringa’s long history in ‘cleaner marinas’.
boards for some time then purchased a home in nearby
Somerville. (Stefan reckons Bob & Mel are first in line for Yaringa has received environmental awards & recognition in
a Yaringa apartment in the future - he might just be right! ) the past for greener & cleaner marina initiatives. Safe wash
down bays, water recycling & a pump out station are some
Bob has worked on over 2500 Yaringa member boats & ways Yaringa already contributes to reducing boating impact
hundreds of other boats he coaxed here or worked on at within the Mornington Peninsula Biosphere.
Hastings Brighton Sandringham Williamstown & Pier 35. A feature article on Yaringa’s involvement with Cleaner
Dale Ross, apprenticed to Bob and Marinas Australia will appear in the next year’s Magazine.
into his third year, has been around
Yaringa’s pump out station was manufactured
boats at Yaringa for much of his
& fitted by Marine Sanitation P/L Hastings
“Helping towards a cleaner environment”
life. Dale loves working in marine
electronics and hopes to make a
career in this field. Thousands of
satisfied customers will want Clow
Marine Electronics to be around at
Yaringa for many years to come.

Well done Bob Clow!
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ABOARD THE

ENTERPRIZE

With a 15 knot southerly against starboard beam building
to 20 knots on the starboard quarter the Enterprize sailed
beautifully in the shipping channel out of Geelong heading
for Williamstown. Amongst the passengers some rather excited Yaringa
skippers (with crew) were turning
back the clock in their minds to
1835 when the original Enterprize
brought early settlers to Melbourne
from Tasmania. During the six hour
journey which Howard Kinns from
the Cruising Division of Yaringa
Mariners Club described as a really
wonderful journey, they were served Raising the Mizzen
an enjoyable roast dinner.
The Enterprize has
a displacement of
about 50 tonnes and
with a relatively
small sail plan, she
averages about six
knots. Although the
hull, spars, sails,
deck & rigging on
the replica Enterprize are made from
original authentic
materials, below
Raising the Mainsail
decks she bristles
with modern aids
for navigation, and comfort,
even flushing toilets!

Gentle Heel

BLOKES PLUS WAGS & KIDS
Fishing Clubs can sometimes seem a bit ‘blokey’- a ‘male
thing’- tending to exclude ‘Wives and Girlfriends’ & Kids.
But this is NOT the case at YARINGA FISHING CLUB.
Long gone is any need
for women or children
to feel a bit out of it at
meetings or comps, and
tend to just come to the
annual dinner. With
over 100 members and
a new professional approach in recent years
Yaringa Fishing Club
has kept the relaxed
informality & fun atmosphere where blokes
can still enjoy the companionship of other
blokes, talking the talk
and doing the stuff
blokes do.
But it has also become
far more inclusive,
where everyone can
enjoy all the activities
and the social events
without regard to gender or age. Special
events for juniors are
just one example of
how Yaringa actively
encourages youngsters.

Cost for the six hour, oneway voyage was $85 including the meal. Enterprize also
offers one-hour & four-hour
sails from Williamstown.
Check out times at:
(www.enterprize.com.au.)
Some of the Yaringa ladies
(photos and captions from Howard)

So now is an ideal time to join in
the action and fun by becoming
a member of YARINGA FISHING CLUB INC. Grab a form
from the marina office or download from the website:

www.yaringafishingclub.com
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Wayne’s Weekend World

KNOWING YOUR MARINA STAFF

Yaringa is a whirlwind of boating activity at weekends particularly spring to autumn and even in winter if weather is good.
The busy scene is familiar to us all and a measure of a healthy
marina when members are out in big numbers using or working
on their boats. Yaringa staff take pride in catering for the needs
of members (600+ boats) plus other users of marina facilities
(boat hire, restaurant etc) during even the busiest of weekends.
Keeping these busy weekends running smoothly from dawn
to dusk is weekend operations leader Wayne who is also
our 24/7 resident security officer fulfilling both key roles.
He spends Friday afternoon launching boats, preparing hire
boats and setting up for the weekend. Monday morning he puts
boats away and cleans up. In-between he makes sure that all
marina weekend operations run smoothly to plan and problems
are quietly & quickly addressed.
Most of Wayne’s security work is behind the scenes and much of his role at weekends is
in the background so the vital part he plays tends to go unnoticed. We do of course see
plenty of him in action handling boats & driving tractors. He really is always on the go.
As our operations Manager Rob says in admiration: “Wayne? He’s unstoppable!”
However he did agree to stop for a while on a recent day off to talk about his weekend
routines at the Marina. (These photos prove that he actually can sit down!)

So here’s a peek into some of Wayne’s routine jobs, weekend after weekend:
*7am Saturday (earlier in peak season): open front gates & boat yard - lock up guard dogs
- open tractor compound & marina office, attend answering machine & list all requests
- sign out & send off 7am hire boats keeping track of all hire boats until they return
- retrieve boats from Fri night & launch boats requested for 9am; attend to 8am boat hirers
- organize yard hands starting at 8am with 2 way radios & instructions on which boats to launch & retrieve in what order
- brief office staff (8.30start) on early morning issues then rearrange boats in day berths (which boats come out or stay in)
- coordinate boat movements from yard to water or service bays, returning trailers of launched boats to dry storage yard
- attend to any wet berth or hard standing concerns (mooring lines, fingers, ladders, power, water, diesel or petrol etc)
- handle requests by trailer boat owners (fuel, equipment, reluctant motors, bungs, bait, rigging…..you name it)
- periodically check walkways, fingers, boats, mooring lines, fuel, hard standing, dry storage areas & car parks
- check on yard hands and assist with launching & retrieving until rush period is over usually between 11.30 and midday
- assign ‘off-peak’ duties to yard staff (e.g. empty bins, cut grass, fuel & clean hire boats, clean up litter, paint white posts)
- be constantly vigilant on security challenging any unauthorized person or vehicle; take appropriate action if pets appear
- respond to requests for assistance (Yaringa Rescue, Boat Servicing contractors & retailers, Restaurant, general public)
- retrieve boats as they return (over fifty on busy days) and return boats to yard from wash down area
- at 5pm start closing procedures including final check of boats ensuring spaces available for returning boats in day berths
- when all boat movements completed put away tractors, lock up secure areas and set alarms & surveillance systems
*7am Sunday (much earlier in peak season)………...…………..START ALL OVER AGAIN!

Go

Mutual respect!
Yaringa wildlife meets Yaringa security eye to eye

W
A
Y
N
E

Early morning starts have an upside for Wayne.
He gets to talk to Yaringa’s slipway Koala
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THE DRAMATIC DISABLING OF MASQUERADE APRIL 2009

Special Feature

Euphoria at Launching turns to Despair at Sea
Amidst great excitement at the Yaringa launch of Masquerade, the new Catamaran
appeared to fly
in
spectacular
fashion above the
marina
before
touching down
gently amongst
the Yaringa berths to be on the water for
the very first time. Now to stand mast, rig,
fit motors, finish & load up ahead of her
maiden voyage.
Masquerade had arrived at Yaringa in
two sections in December 2007 and was
launched in March 2009. Amongst the
team working on the yacht was Mavis
Marshall, friend of the owner & skipper
David Broadhurst. She did a fantastic job painting the yacht and was invited to join the crew on the vessel’s
maiden voyage. After the successful launch the team finished preparing Masquerade for departure.
No-one could ever have foreseen the very near
disaster that threatened the lives of skipper &
crew just a few weeks after Masquerade departed
from Yaringa Boat Harbour for her much
anticipated maiden voyage.
The drama began late on ANZAC Day in heavy
seas & gale force winds off Gippsland when the
massive mast came down, falling across the deck
& blocking access to the yacht’s motors.
According to reports from a crew member they
struggled along for 18 hours in waves between 14
and 18 metres before the captain considered lives
to be at risk. He put out a May Day call, sent up
beacons and they anxiously awaited a response.
In less than 3 hours a helicopter arrived
with spotter plane assistance, making a risky
& difficult rescue and winching all four to
safety from the deck of the disabled yacht
flying them directly to Sale hospital.
Thankfully they recovered quickly from
hypothermia. The owner was able to hire a
plane next day to search for the drifting
vessel anxiously hoping it had not sunk.
Fortunately it was afloat & recoverable.
So with no lives lost, no serious injury and
Masquerade repairable, the incident was
horrific but the eventual outcome could have
been far worse. That was a great relief.
Yaringa management, staff and members
were stunned at the news which was widely
reported on radio, television and in newspapers across Victoria & beyond. The thoughts of the Yaringa community were with the captain, crew and their families for a speedy recovery from the shock of this dramatic event.

YARINGA MAGAZINE 2009-10 Summer Issue

KIDS DAY AT YARINGA
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Special Feature

All kids are special in one way or other. Those with disabilities are no
exception and a group of very special kids has now experienced a very
special day of boating & fishing activities at Yaringa. Music by live bands
after a morning out at sea added to a “Big Day Out” buzz for these young
people. This memorable
event was organized by a
hard working group of
Yaringa members with
generous support & sponsorship by Yaringa’s onsite marine businesses,
other local businesses,
and the willing assistance
of Yaringa management
& staff and the Yaringa
community.
The sun was shining and the
winds calm as excited young
people started arriving at Yaringa by 7 am. Small groups of
guests were assigned to designated Yaringa boat owners for a full morning
of fishing, sailing and general boating. Supervised boarding commenced
around 7.30 as each host boat was launched by Yaringa staff in accordance
with a carefully planned schedule of times and order.
Guests in wheel chairs all boarded the Yaringa based
pleasure cruising vessel ‘Tidemaster’ and soon an impressive line of boats graced the Yaringa channel as the
fleet headed out past the wildlife of Yaringa Marine Park
to tackle the light to moderate waves of Western Port.

YARINGA MAGAZINE 2009-10 Summer Issue
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KIDS DAY AT YARINGA continues
Guests each received a
fishing rod and reel to
use and keep, thanks to
Yaringa on-site marine
businesses, Yaringa
members and Paul
Worsteling’s Tackle
World of Cranbourne, a
long standing supporter
and sponsor of Yaringa
Fishing Club Inc.
Whiting hooks, eazirigs & sinkers were
supplied and each participant received bags
of pilchards & squid
sponsored by BMK
Australia, thanks to
Gerry Schwarz
As they boarded, each
clutching a show bag of
goodies generously
supplied by Yaringa
Waterside Kiosk, there
was an atmosphere of
anticipation and excitement while the pleasure
on the young faces of
the guests once they
were out on the water
was gratifying for all
the skippers, helpers
and organizers.
Many varieties of fish
were caught in the rich
fishing grounds near
Yaringa and were then
cleaned for the young
guests to take home,
allowing them to savor
the day again over their
evening meal.
Meanwhile once boats
returned everyone enjoyed a
wonderful BBQ with live
modern music from Aiming
for Archer followed by impassioned sea shanties from Phil
n Dane. Generously donated
prizes raffled as a fundraiser
included a holiday in Tasmania provided by Main Street
Travel in nearby Mornington.

KIDS DAY AT YARINGA continues over page
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KIDS DAY AT YARINGA continues
Local federal member and Shadow Minister for the Environment
the Honorable Greg Hunt had some really kind and inspiring
words, thanking everyone involved in the day acknowledging the
Kids Day @Yaringa organizing committee (Rob Dowling, Anita
Dowling, Alan Coxson, Ray Crisp and Paul Rees), Yaringa
members, businesses and the Yaringa community. There was a
great vibe evident throughout the day and the generosity of
Coulson Party Hire, Carrum Bowls Club, Instant Marquee Hire
and a host of other business sponsors provided shade & comfort
for the day’s proceedings including the magnificent Spit Roast
dinner and entertainment for helpers & sponsors ending at 1am!

After the young guests departed with huge smiles on their faces
from a fulfilling day and their grateful families had thanked the
organizers and big team of helpers, festivities continued.
More live musicians
revved up the Yaringa
members, helpers and
sponsors who stayed
on for a spit roast &
vegetables, playing
old favourites including the well known
songs of Johnny Cash,
Elvis and The Eagles.
Johnny Davis and
‘Big’ Jim Mavromatis led the
‘musos’ who stayed to
entertain those who had made
the day such a special one in
the lives of very special young
guests. Monies raised were
donated to Royal Children's
Hospital and there is talk about
holding another event within
the next couple of years.

Asleep at last after a ‘BIG DAY OUT’

YARINGA MAGAZINE 2009-10 Summer Issue
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IN THE PIPELINE… Part One

YARINGA ENERGY CONSERVATION PARK
BRIEF OVERVIEW of the FRENCH ISLAND PROJECT

‘One Day’…

Born & raised on Hastings foreshore, Stefan’s fascination for Western Port and
the Island opposite his family home captured his imagination as he explored the waters & native
bushland around him. French Island, considered a no-go zone for some and tantalizing mystery for
others, loomed as a challenge for Stefan. Just as he’d ridden his bike down dirt tracks to watch attempts to dig a channel for Yaringa, thinking of it as a ‘One Day’ project, Stefan also pondered over French Island, perhaps ‘One Day’…

45 years on, ‘One Day…’ is here! Yaringa Energy Conservation Park encompasses a major carbon off-set for the Boat
Harbour’s planned expansion & redevelopment of in-land facilities. It also enables feasibility studies on producing
renewable energy to proceed, with the possibility of providing green power for French Island, Yaringa precinct & beyond.
Solar power, wave power and other alternative sources of energy may contribute to greening up power use in this part of
the Mornington Peninsula Biosphere. However potential harnessing of wind power from the Energy Park right opposite
Yaringa on French Island appears to be looming as a serious source of major green renewable energy for Western Port.
Initial testing of wind strength, speed and reliability on Stefan’s 100 hectare Island property has warranted undertaking an
advanced wind study to determine the feasibility of installing wind turbines to generate power for the Island and feed into
a mainland grid in the Yaringa area. Stefan’s ‘One Day’… vision for Yaringa now includes a green energy program that
would significantly benefit both the Boat Harbour & French Island through his Yaringa Energy Conservation Park.

BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
‘Frontier French Island’ is a fascinating account by Ruth Gooch of the last 170 years of European settlement on what
was disparagingly described by an early settler as a ‘useless mass of scrubland inhabited by rats, snakes sand flies and
mosquitoes’. None the less early attempts to make a living on the Island included kangaroo, deer, rabbit and mangrove
products, sheep runs, piggeries, Shetland ponies 1857-1948, cropping & kiln-drying chicory roots and the French Island
Salt Company’s operation from 1873 to the turn of the century. Successful cattle farming in contrast ‘took off’ later on.
The government’s Homestead Associations and Village Settlement
Scheme in the late 1880s gave rise to the Island’s north-west corner
property development of Energy, laid out as a small township of 46
one-acre blocks with a reserve, now all part of Yaringa Energy
Conservation Park. Six Homestead developments and the Village
scheme are referred to by journalist Mike Hast from Independent
News in his October 2009 breaking story on Yaringa’s planned redevelopments (see page 2 this issue). Another Homestead site was
Perseverance widely today because its Primary School survived.

USE OF THE ENERGY PARK. Large areas of
untouched native bush & swamp land are to be preserved
with covenants to offset Yaringa Boat Harbour’s inland
redevelopment on the mainland as fully carbon neutral.
These conservation areas will be accessible for public
walking, bird watching, bike riding, wildlife educational
visits, passive eco-tourism and other environmental uses.
Some areas cleared for pastoral use since the late nineteenth century will be replanted & regenerated as bush.
Other grazing areas are designated sites for the wind farm
if current research & feasibility studies declare it viable.
Then the naming of the property ‘Energy’130 years ago
will come full circle, producing valuable green energy.
Some may see Energy's early past as a bit unromantic but the Energy Park has unspoiled natural beauty, charm and the
potential to supply much needed green energy. A remaining old homestead, derelict outbuildings & remnants of an old
chicory kiln enhance this charm and as native vegetation & wildlife flourish Stefan’s ‘One Day’...vision may be fulfilled.
IN THE PIPELINE…Part One continues next page
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IN THE PIPELINE…YARINGA ENERGY CONSERVATION

PARK continues:

The Wind Farm Project is:

♦

♦
♦
♦
♦

An innovative project which could bring
renewable energy to Yaringa & French Island
One which embraces the core of sustainability:
creating clean, renewable energy - by wind power
Ecologically sound: significantly improving the
environment without any adverse impact

Yaringa - Energy
Conservation Park
NW tip of French Is

Able to feed clean power to the grid supplying
local areas & other parts of Mornington Peninsula
Triple bottom line positive: socially responsible
environmentally sound & economically viable

LOCATION of Wind Farm
from Yaringa Boat Harbour

In Practical Terms:

♦

To minimize any possible impact on residents the wind
farm will be sited in a remote and isolated location.
♦ Low impact structures will scarcely be visible while
blade noise is buffered by topography & distance
♦ An on-island source of convenient ‘switch on’ power
would replace noisy, carbon producing generator sets
♦ Green energy will be cabled to Yaringa and also
offered to nearby industrial installations & dwellings.
♦ Power cabled to the mainland & fed into grid could
contribute towards 20% renewable energy goals by 20/20
Visibility & Noise Imagine climbing a very tall tree on the NW shoreline of French Is south of Barrallier Is.
Look directly north: uninhabited Quail Island. Slowly spin left 360 degrees...towards Yaringa, Hastings, Crib Point
then overland (the Pinnacles & Mt Wellington behind which most of French Island’s 65 farm residents live) with
Phillip Island beyond, Lang Lang then channel entrances to Tooradin & Warneet. Even with binoculars you can’t see
or hear any township or barely a house let alone any people. What an unbelievably remote, isolated and ideal site to
create a wind farm! And it gets better. It is close to the main power grid (by direct under water cable) and to farming,
boating & rural residential communities. All would benefit from the ready availability of power from a green source
of renewable energy supplied by Yaringa Energy Conservation Park to energy companies seeking carbon credits.
Ecologically positive, environmentally pro-active, inaudible to population centres and scarcely visible to anyone,
let alone at all offensive, the proposed Wind Farm is an exciting prospect to make Yaringa greener than ever.

Hastings from
Energy Park

Yaringa from
Energy Park

from Hastings: visibility 10 k (through gas tanks)
to north-west tip of French Island

Yaringa from
Energy Park

Quail Is from
Energy Park

Warneet from
Energy Park

from Yaringa: visibility 7 k (through yacht masts)
to north-west tip of French Island
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YARINGA ENERGY CONSERVATION PARK

PRESERVATION
Of WILDLIFE
Land care, conservation and preservation of native vegetation & wildlife at the Park are paramount as the
project to protect pristine bush areas
and reinstate other areas cleared for
cattle farming over the past 100
years is implemented.
Environmental studies assessing the
vegetation have been undertaken
together with a preliminary site
analysis and management plan, a
full cultural heritage assessment of
the land and an intensive flora and
fauna study with a detailed report of
findings. Further studies are being
conducted to ensure the Energy
Park meets all criteria & standards.

FAUNA & FLORA INVESTIGATION
An intensive assessment conducted by Brett Lane & Associates concluded that:
♦ The area supports remnant indigenous vegetation - woodland, heathland, swampland & coastal vegetation
♦ The south is predominantly cleared for agricultural purposes with remnants of swampland and heathland
♦ Remnant native vegetation in north provides a habitat link with vegetation in adjacent National Park
♦ No flora species listed as threatened under the EPBC Act or FFG Act were recorded in this assessment
♦ No fauna species listed under the EPBC Act were sighted.
♦ No significant potential impacts on listed species of fauna & flora were recorded.
Further intensive observations will be undertaken as the wind trials proceed over the next 12 months.

GETTING THE BALANCE RIGHT
Managing an Energy Conservation Park of this size and diversity requires intimate knowledge, understanding & empathy
not only with the vegetation & wildlife of the land but with the marine setting which impacts upon it. Stefan has intimate
knowledge & a lifelong affinity with the sea and Western Port’s
winds, waves, tides, marine wild life, birdlife, wetlands coastal
swamps and marshlands. If you haven’t read how he battled all
odds to build the State’s first environmentally friendly, bushland
marina at Yaringa (published in the 2006-7 Yaringa Magazine)
then check it out online. It will give some insights into his background, skills and vision which led to establishing this Park and to
the project of harnessing it’s greatest natural resource - the wind.
Establishing a wind farm in this setting requires getting the balance
right between an effective construction project and respect for the
environment. Who better to steer this project than an engineer and
environmentalist who has a track record of getting that balance
right building a successful marina over 25 years in a natural bush
setting just minutes across the water from his new Energy Park.

Across shallows from Yaringa Energy Conservation Park

Shallows, tidal mudflats & mangroves along a kilometer
of Park foreshore will be familiar to Yaringa members
similar to Watsons Inlet, Yaringa channel, adjacent
Yaringa Marine National Park and much of the northern
reaches of the Bay. Wind turbines pose no significant
threat to the waders and low-flying species of birdlife
attracted to these waters or to any other wildlife. There
are no endangered species of fauna or flora in the area.
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IN THE PIPELINE… YARINGA ENERGY CONSERVATION PARK continues:

MAPPING THE WIND You can Participate! [see below]
RENERGY CONSULTING (part of Renergy Power Systems P/L) has been measuring
wind strength, direction and reliability at Yaringa Energy Conservation Park since 2008
by desk top modeling and data from a 10 metre tower erected on the Island.
Preliminary findings from a CSIRO analysis of Renergy’s data indicated that more trials
were warranted. Renergy was commissioned to proceed with validated measurement in 10
metre intervals to 60 metres with subsequent validated calculations to beyond 90 metres.
So in November 2009 erection of a 60
metre tower commenced.
This issue of Yaringa
Magazine went to press
before photos were
available but the tower is
expected to yield data up
to 90 m and beyond, that
can be officially validated. Photographs here
provided by Renergy
Consulting give a picture
of what is being constructed at Yaringa Energy Conservation Park
on French Island.
Mapping the wind is expected to continue until the
end of 2010. A progress
report will be included in
Part Two of IN THE PIPELINE… in the next issue of
Yaringa Magazine.

How you can Participate.
As wind data is collected via a Riso
Anemometer and Vector Vane at the
top of the 60 metre tower it will be
beamed to Yaringa Boat Harbour and
appear live on a closed circuit screen
in the Yaringa Marina Restaurant.
You can track data for yourself and
keep informed by regular briefing
segments explaining progress in Mapping the Wind. Drop in for a look!
Part Two: UPGRADE, INLAND REDEVELOPMENT & EXPANSION AT YARINGA in next issue of Yaringa Magazine
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YARINGA UPGRADE, REDEVELOPMENT & EXPANSION
In the Pipeline… Part Two, in the next issue of Yaringa Magazine will detail a planned up-grade of marina facilities, construction of a 200-400 boat undercover dry stack facility, creation of an additional 180
wet berths by an inland extension to the existing marina and the introduction of affordable inland holiday apartments.
Features of Yaringa’s next planned phase of development include an
upgrade of existing wet berths and walkways, an enclosed waterway
for additional berths with a state of the art lock, architect designed
front entrance gates, more convenient access roads, upgrading of car
parks & additional parking spaces, additional security to protect
property and members’ boats, upgraded marina offices & client
reception, improving client & boat access to Yaringa Boat Services
and additional recreational & on-site facilities.
It will be achieved over time with a significantly reduced carbon footprint & use of renewable energy.
Expansion of existing facilities will be entirely carbon neutral through carbon off-sets made possible by
purchase of a large tract of land on French Island where Yaringa Energy Conservation Park now exists.
The planning approval process has now been underway for over three years and we should be able to report on the outcome in 2010, hopefully earlier in the year than later.

YARINGA UPGRADES TO BE AUDITED EVERY 3 YEARS
Yaringa joins Rating Scheme in 2009
The Gold Anchor Scheme was launched in Australia this year at the
Marinas 2009 conference run by the Marina Industries Association of
Australia. It is an international rating system for marinas similar to that
used for hotels, motels and caravan parks. Yaringa was the first Victorian
marina to sign up to this new initiative. You may soon notice new flags
displayed around the Marina. Miranda Borzecki attended the Marinas 2009
Conference & will coordinate the Gold Anchor Awards scheme for Yaringa.
It means that on-going marina improvements will be audited and rated
which can only motivate and encourage improvements and upgrading of
facilities to be undertaken and for this to occur sooner than later.
Miranda reports that audit criteria include: marina design, dockside facilities
& services, fuel dock, slipping facilities, hard standing & land facilities and
services, food & beverage outlets, local attractions, customer marketing,
advertising, enquiry & booking procedures, reception and customer service.

(More on this in the next issue of Yaringa Magazine)

HIGH SPEED INTERNET ACCESS
ON YOUR BOAT
•
•
•
•
•

Instant access to internet & emails
Access home or office computer network
Free set-up service on a 12 month agreement
Internet Access also available to visiting boats
Only $39 per month. Get it today

Brian Maddern Marinett Consultants (next to Chandlery)

Ph 5977 3823
Email: bmaddern@bigpond.com
(or leave name & details in his Yaringa Box outside Office

STOP PRESS

YARINGA AT FULL CAPACITY
Waiting lists for wet berths and dry storage had to be
introduced after demand peaked over Melbourne Cup
weekend 2009. Regrettably new customers may have to
wait to until vacancies arise to book their boats into
Yaringa Boat Harbour. Expansion plans for additional
inland marina pens and dry stack storage are in the
pipeline pending approval. Hopefully this will come
through in the very near future to allow additional
berths to be created to meet existing demand.
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From Landlubbers to Cruising Yachties
A former Yaringa couple’s story of how they threw off the shackles of a land-locked life
by Grant and Leanne Da Costa

You never know where things will lead. “If you’re off to a weekend sailing course, I’ll come
too” Leanne said. This seemingly inconsequential decision has forever changed us as people.
That was back in 1997, and this is our story.

Special Feature
Article

The course was conducted on a J24 with no motor. The forecast of 30 – 40 knots did not deter instructor Phil. Later
Leanne and I looked at each other “That was fun! Now we’ll have to buy a yacht.” Novices have no fear because
they’re unaware of the dangers – fear comes later but tempered with knowledge and experience.
Soon we were proud owners of Mirage, a lovely Sonata 7 trailer sailer. She lived in our front yard and we were confined to sailing on weekends and holidays. It was never enough, and Port Phillip Bay was no challenge. Then we discovered Westernport Bay, a wonderful mini cruising ground encompassing all aspects of wider cruising – strong tides,
sometimes rough seas, lots of obstacles to hone navigation skills, masses of wildlife, and it felt like a thousand miles
from the city. But there still remained the problem of maximizing sailing time on weekends. A visit to Yaringa and a
long talk with Frank solved everything.
Yaringa played a critical role in our sailing lives. Mirage was soon installed there on her trailer, mast up and ready to
launch. It was everything we had dreamed of – quiet, friendly, personal, almost
like an extended family, and all set in gorgeous natural surroundings.
By now it was 2003. I was subscribing to Cruising Helmsman and possibly having
a mid-life crisis. I kept wondering whether I had what it took to go ocean sailing.
So I responded to an ad in Cruising Helmsman and soon found myself in Cairns
on board a Roberts 44 headed on a two month trip to Darwin.
Back in Melbourne, I couldn’t settle in at work. I just had to do more coastal cruising. But we still didn’t know if Leanne would like it, and it would be silly to buy a
keel boat, a huge financial and lifestyle commitment, only to find out afterwards
that she didn’t like it. Although a lot of people do precisely this.
The answer took a while coming, but when it did it seemed breathtakingly perfect – find eleven other couples, write
some rules, incorporate an association, pool money, buy a yacht, plan a cruising calendar, go sailing! This way, for an
investment no greater than the cost of a trailer sailer, we could get Leanne started on ocean sailing and build up our
cruising experience at one twelfth of the normal cost.
So in April 2004 the Melbourne Cruising Yacht Club was born, and by November the club was the owner of a three
year old Jarkan Aurora 39 called Aurora Kiss. Great boat, pity about the name! Five of the male members of the club,
plus myself as skipper, sailed Aurora Kiss from Pittwater to her new home at Yaringa.
In April 2005 I quit my job and Leanne put her business on hold. We set off from Melbourne in Aurora Kiss, bound for
Brisbane. Leanne’s first night on an ocean passage was a
baptism of fire, battling 40 knot winds gusting to 55 k
around Wilsons Prom. So much for the 25 knot forecast!
With various club members we sailed to Brisbane, taking
two months. Leanne coped well with the rough conditions,
didn’t get seasick, and expressed a desire for more. It had
given her enough confidence to take the plunge of buying
our own yacht. We returned to Melbourne but were soon
back in Brisbane looking for our dream boat. In late 2005
we became proud owners of Masala, a steel Radford 415
cruising yacht, 41.5 feet long &
Grant & Leanne da Costa
weighed 13.5 tons in cruising mode.
Our dream was coming true……...
RADFORD 415 Built in Tyabb Vic
by C-STAINLESS Boat Builders.
Launched for sea trials in Western
Port Bay & Bass Strait late in 2002

Masala at anchor on return to Brisbane from New Caledonia
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OK, so now we had our own yacht. What were
we going to do with our lives? Our house? All
the other toys and stuff we’d accumulated over
the years? Our work? Such questions were
quickly dumped into the too hard basket. We
returned to Melbourne, loaded up the 4WD
with what we wanted on Masala, shut the
doors to the house, and left.
In 2006 we cruised for six months from Brisbane to the Whitsundays and back. Find out
more about our Masala adventures from our
cruising log on our website:
http://echelondsl.customer.netspace.net.au

Their dream
falters……...

We lasted 16 months on
Masala. Much of our experience was great, but
we also had major difficulties. My computer
skills weren’t much use in fixing engines,
toilets and other seemingly endless items
outside my realm of comprehension. The
constant pressure of worrying about the
weather and the safety of the vessel only
added to my feelings of inadequacy. I wasn’t
used to being in this kind of situation, and
my personality suffered. Leanne picked up
my vibes and went into an emotional tail
spin. She was also missing home and family
and the stimulation of work.

Former Yaringa members
Grant and Leanne ponder
over continuing their life
As cruising Yachties.

In the end we felt there was no solution but
to sell Masala and return to our life in Melbourne. It was a tough decision. Masala went on the market at the beginning
of May 2007 and was sold four weeks later to a lovely couple, Simon and Nikky, and their two young boys. Despite all
our preparations, building up through various boats and the club, and reading all the right articles and cruising books,
we still were not emotionally equipped to handle a life aboard Masala. It was a rude awakening.
Leanne went back to work.
I stayed at home, played house husband and dreamed of our next yacht.

……….but the dream
doesn’t end here……..
Story continues Page 22
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From Landlubbers to Cruising Yachties (continued from Page 21)
Leanne soon found she wasn’t pining for work after all, but saw out her six month
contract. During this time we mentally revisited our time on Masala, figuring out
what went wrong and why. We spent hours discussing solutions and preparing for
another go at life aboard. Some issues involved equipment on the boat and how it
was set up. But most related to us as people. We needed to become a team, rather
than two people sharing a parallel existence and often competing against each other.
We needed a better understanding of the personal difficulties that each of us had
faced, and solutions for minimizing their impact.

Re-visiting the dream

New found confidence in our relationship and our ability not to make the same
mistakes again saw us determined to buy another boat when Leanne finished work in July 2008. But who knew how
long it would take to find a suitable boat? In the meantime we decided to go ahead with selling off our possessions,
having resolved attachments to family, house and work.
The house sold in February 2009. Now we had no house and no boat, and limited time to move out. We continued to
pore over the internet boats for sale. Trouble was, every yacht we considered ended up being compared with Masala.
The only way to get over Masala was to confirm with the owner we had sold to, Simon, that she wasn’t for sale.
Imagine our shock when Simon replied that he would consider sell- In a bizarre sequence of events Grant
ing Masala back to us. He and Nikky had found it harder to sail with & Leanne purchased back a cruising
the two little boys than expected, and they had just bought five acres
yacht they had sold 16 months earlier
in the hills west of Brisbane, almost an hour’s drive from the marina.
So, back to Brisbane in March 2009 and Masala was ours once more. Going on board was like stepping back in time.
The vibes were good, and we were excited. We quickly loaded our
things into the boat, returned to Melbourne, fitted what house contents we could into a 3x4m storage unit and sold the rest. Our trailer
sailer Mirage went into covered storage. We couldn’t bring ourselves
to sell our first boat and still have plans for her, once we no longer
have the desire to own and operate a large yacht.
This time we have no fallback position. We are back on board in
Brisbane and feel as if we never left!
Not a moment to think about our future yet but will make it up as we
go along – we learnt that lesson.
What motivates us to pursue this dream and continually wreak havoc
on our lives? Good question, no easy answer.
We want to continue to live life to the full, to learn and grow, to become the best we can, not as sailors or workers or
other category defined by society, but as human beings. Cruising on a yacht is a great way to do this - challenging and
at times confronting. You can’t hide from yourself. To survive long term you must bring your demons out and learn to
deal with them, maybe even defeat them. Cruising is much more than a journey to visit lovely places – it is a journey of
discovery through life, conducted aboard a boat.
The other part of the answer is less deep and meaningful,
but has many threads. We both love the water, either on or
in it. We love the fantastic people we have met. Board the
boat and we are instantly accepted into the world wide
family of cruising sailors – it is great to belong. We crave
the wide open spaces, solitude and wilderness that is
increasingly hard to find on land as the bitumen expands
and the number of caravans and motor homes explodes.

But in the end, we do it just because we want to.
Grant & Leanne
http://echelondsl.customer.netspace.net.au

MASALA NOT FOR SALE
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YARINGA KIOSK-CAFE
EAT IN or TAKE-AWAY
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Welcome to Brian & Lindy Holmes who
open 7 days a week 7am-5pm all year round

Yaringa Marina Restaurant
Sit back in style and comfort above the Marina with
French Island as a backdrop to a bird’s eye view of
boating activity around the berths and on the Bay.
Yaringa Marina Restaurant

Yaringa Marina Waterfront Restaurant & Bar
is now widely acknowledged as one of Mornington
Peninsula’s leading top-class eating places.
Popular & skilled Maitre d’ Yves Bauer trained in
Switzerland, is in his fourth year as full time front-of
-house manager. You are assured of courteous, attentive service when dining at Yaringa Restaurant.

Fresh ingredients are all prepared and cooked to
perfection by Head Chef & Kitchen Manager Clare,
also in her fourth year at Yaringa with her highly
skilled Second Chef Keith and her apprentice Jamie.
Together they create a brilliant range of outstanding
dishes with flare & style. Your dining experience for
lunch (Wed to Sunday) or dinner (Wed to Saturday)
will always be a fun, delicious, satisfying experience.

Bookings advised: 5977

3735
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YARINGA MARINERS CLUB Yacht Races & Activities
Yaringa Mariners Club was formed in June 2008 (formerly Yaringa Yacht Club established in 1996) to represent the active users
of Western Port waters based at Yaringa. Incorporated in July the Club held its first AGM in August 2008. Its primary purpose is:
to promote and encourage boating generally by amateur and professional mariners on Western Port and adjacent waters.

2009 NEWS
The AGM was held at Yaringa Marina Restaurant in July. 30 members attended including
guests of honour Ray and Maree Flatters. Ray is Commodore of Rhyll Sailing Club and presented the Yacht Racing and Cruising Trophies. Congratulations to all trophy winners.
The Committee for 2009 -2010 is Commodore
Allan Coxson; Vice Commodore & Racing Director Laurie Mann; Secretary Gordon Truelove;
Treasurer Kenton Lilliecrap; Cruising Group Director & Newsletter Editor Howard Kinns.
Membership of Yaringa Mariners Club is open to
boat owners & businesses associated with Yaringa.
See www.ymc.org.au or www.yaringa.com.au or Yaringa office staff.

Martin & Pam Britton 2009

YACHT CLUB RACING NEWS
Members of Yaringa Mariners Club
participated in Hastings Yacht Club
and YMC winter & summer series, although there were not quite the numbers we had hoped for in either series.
Thanks to Vergo (Gordon & Vera),
Sweet Lillane (Percy) and Joe Tarantino for their Committee Boat work.
Full results are available on both YMC
and Yaringa web sites.
Congratulations to Happy Dog (Peter
White) for winning Division1 and Mercedes V (Ron Brown) for Division 2.
Further congratulations to ‘Happy Dog’ for an award winning performance
in the Hastings Y C Summer Series & Club Championships.
Well done Peter & intrepid Crew for your untiring efforts & skills.

INVITATION
TO ALL
YACHTIES
We all know that
Western Port is a
Yachties
Paradise.
You have your boat
right in the midst of
ideal waters, the envy
of many Yacht Clubs
around the world.
So why aren’t you out
there in the friendly
Yaringa races making
the most of this great
sailing opportunity???

2009 Racing Champions Peter
White and Crew on HAPPY DOG
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Yaringa Mariners Club Cruising Group (formerly JOY)
Jedda Owners of Yaringa (JOY) grew as an off-shoot of Yaringa Yacht Club (in the days of founder Alan Hurst). In
2003 JOY was formed under the patronage of legendary Yaringa shipwright Mr Ossie Whittley. designer & builder of
the popular Jedda, plus the Kestrel, Aloora & Aroona yachts. Ossie has built over 4,500 boats from large fishing vessels,
power boats & yachts to his beloved Dorys, which he was still building until recently. Having
turned 80 in 1990 Ossie is still involved in his Wooden & Classic Boat Shows & Model Boat
Exhibitions and is also inspiring Stefan to establish a future Historical Boat Museum at Yaringa.
With the enthusiasm of Mac Craig, Howard Kinns and another half a dozen or more Jedda owners
from Yaringa, the group extended its membership to include other similar sized sailing vessels and
enjoyed not only sailing and cruising in all its forms but other nautical activities. Those Ossie
Whittley lecture and workshop series along with a feast of other educational & social events will
long be remembered by members of the group.
Recently this unique association reformed as the Cruising Division of Yaringa Mariners Club and
is now known as the Yaringa Mariners Club Cruising Group. Look them up on the websites at:
www.ymc.org.au or www.yaringa.com.au or email for details to info@yaringa.com

2009-CRUISING
Jedda regulars Mac Mudlark, Tony Sadarar, Howard Spindrift & Clive Slow Hand were joined on cruising expeditions
by members with a range of yachts including: Mark & Amanda Boomaroo 22 Acquarius, Mike & Mary Sonata 7 Acqua
Volante, Ian Cole 23 La Pirogue, David & Jenny Careel, Martin & Pam Sonata 7, Mal & Michelle with 8 year old
granddaughter Daisy Roberts 25 Skye and others. [note: Currently in Yaringa Dry Storage
there are 15 “Ossie boats”—Jeddas, Kestrels & Alooras), 3 Boomaroo 22s, 8 Boomerangs,
5 Cole 23s, 8 Sonata 7s, 6 Nolex 25s and 3 Ultimates plus of course Careels, Bonitos,
Sunmaids, Castles, Hartleys, Botterills, Farrs, South Coasts, Southern Cross 23s, Adams
21s, Hutton 24s, Austral 24s, Sabres, Dennis 24s, Fleetwings, Seaways, Gems, Sunbirds,
Firebirds, Collapsible Trimarans and an Aquarius 23. ALL ARE ELLIGIBLE TO JOIN
YARINGA CRUISING GROUP! Membership is free for Yaringa Members.
CRUISING DESTINATIONS Day and sometimes Overnight cruising destinations in
Western Port, have so far included Barrallier Is, Chickory Lane, Warneet,
Tooradin, Hastings, Boulton Channel, Tankerton, Tortoise Head Cove,
Cowes, San Remo, Rhyll,
Newhaven, and several trips
circumnavigating French
Island over the years, with
favourable tides & weather.
Destinations for day sails
are often determined at Yaringa before departure, taking
into consideration the wind
strength & direction & tides.
Cruising Group skippers try
to avoid sailing to windward, particularly if currents are on the nose too.

‘This wouldn’t happen if he kept his boat at Yaringa’
Photo supplied by: Howard Kinns
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BEHIND THE SCENES 2009 - YARINGA STAFF DEVELOPMENT & TRAINING

Marina team now ranks highly in qualifications & training.
Since the last Yaringa Magazine, management, office staff and yard staff have progressively attended fully accredited
training courses, mainly during the boating ‘off-season’. As a result members should know
that our marina staff are now amongst the most highly qualified in any marina in Australia.
Stefan Borzecki (Yaringa owner/operator) has graduated from the most senior advanced management training course available and subsequently met the stringent assessment requirements to
be declared an Internationally Certified Marina Manager (CMM) one of only a few in Australia
to hold this this prestigious title. In 2008-9 he participated in manager conferences in the heartland of marina developments in Australia (Queensland’s Gold Coast) and in the USA (Florida).
Rob Kelly (Senior Yaringa Operations Manager) has completed all levels of management training up to &
including the Intermediate Marina Manager Certificate. Rob’s credentials now include MIAA Marinas 101,
Intermediate Marina Management (IMM) Marina Service Managers Course (MSM) specializing in maintenance and hands-on facility management. He graduated from the first Marina Operators School and subsequently became a Certified Marina Operator (CMO). He was awarded the 2009 MIAA scholarship (selected
from all Australian applicants see below) to attend this course. CONGRATULATIONS ROB!
Miranda Borzecki is often asked what staff do when the weather is poor over the quiet
winter months. “Well the paper work never stops” says Miranda “Winter is a chance for
maintenance, preparation, training & staff development. It allows time to reflect, improve and plan
before the hectic pace of summer starts again”. Miranda herself has been doing just that.
Apart from her Office Training Certificates Miranda’s credentials now include MIAA Marinas 101
and Intermediate Marina Manager Certificate (IMM). She attended the 2009 Gold Coast Conference
on Marina Sustainability a study tour of Meridian Marinas Horizon Shores & Calypso Bay and the
Sanctuary Cove International Boat Show, Australia’s largest in-water boat show. Prior to that
Miranda participated with Stefan in the International Dry Stack Conference and Annual Florida
Marina & Boatyard Study Tour in the USA. Miranda has gained valuable marina and boatyard skills
& knowledge from these marina management courses, study tours and management conferences.
Huck Rob & Wayne all upgraded their Straddle Carrier Operator qualifications in October 2009.
Yaringa slipway now has one of the best trained and qualified teams for slipping boats in any marina
in Australia. (See page 3) Their training includes heavy duty vehicles, tractors and Fork Lift licenses.
Huck is among the most experienced of all Straddle Carrier operators in marinas around this country.
He was instrumental in the early training of others in the team when Stefan purchased the Travel Lift.

ARTICLE COURTESY OF ‘WATERLINE’ The official magazine of the Marina Industries Association of Australia Limited (MIAA)
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BEHIND-THE-SCENES 2009
During 2009 five Yaringa management, office & yard staff
attended nationally & internationally accredited training
courses & study tours. They brought back knowledge, work
-skills, ideas & strategies, studying and sharing experiences
with others in similar marina positions across the country
and overseas. It helps improve work practices making Yaringa Marina an even better place to keep your boat.

Yaringa’s Rob Kelly mixes it with other managers on course. After
further assessment he became a Certified Marina Operator (CMO)

BEHIND-THE-SCENES 2009

YARINGA OFFICE - Nerve Centre for
Planning, Coordination & Marina Operations
Not all members fully realize the magnitude or complexity
of the Yaringa’s business operations run by a small team
from a small office. Here’s a peek into the Nerve Centre.
Planning
Vision and forward planning from the office underpin the
remarkable success story of Yaringa’s steady development
and expansion over 25 years. As Stefan embarks on his
most ambitious and exciting ventures to date much of his
behind-the-scenes vision & long term planning will slowly
& steadily come to fruition (including a bigger office!)

Coordination
Hands-on management of Yaringa’s core business plus
coordinating & supporting the complex of separate on-site
marine businesses is another major behind-the-scenes function of the Marina Office. Core business includes all
marina-owned businesses: Marina & wet pens; Slipway
Services; Dry storage berths, launch/retrieval service &
Hardstand; Hire boats; Restaurant; Property Management
& Development (rental premises & accommodation). Currently there are an additional 15 separately owned on-site
Attending an International Dry Stack Conference & marine businesses coordinated from the Marina Office.
Study Tour in Fort Lauderdale Florida was an experi- Marina Operations
ence to broaden Miranda’s horizons. She and Stefan Open 7 days-all year 10-12 hours a day, Yaringa Office is
networked with marina owners & operators over four the nerve centre for communications & day-to-day marina
intense days getting an interoperations. Stefan, Rob, Sheryl & Miranda each have office
national perspective on which
work spaces (desks, phones computers), although Rob &
ways Yaringa might go in
Stefan are ‘hands-on’ so mostly away from desks. Wayne’s
planning for dry storage &
weekend coordination is conducted by radio from tractors,
and launching in the future.
boat ramp & day berths so he doesn’t even need a desk!
Undercover dry stacks should
Office staff are the key to the what keeps the wheels of this
be an option for power boat
complex business turning so smoothly. Coordinating nonowners at some stage soon.
stop boat movements, relaying member requests to yard staff by
two-way radio, attending to the counter,
marketing, directing visitors, constantly
answering phones (3 lines) booking in
slips & new boats, booking out hire boats,
taking berth & other payments, bookkeepMiranda was impressed
ing, record keeping, filing, photocopying,
by multi million dollar
computer work and endless paperwork,
more paperwork & that's just a start!
apartments overlooking

owners’ multi million $
super yachts with multi
car parking in the hold and private helicopter on the
rear deck! But her real focus lay in new facilities &
equipment in smaller marinas like Yaringa and she may
just be lobbying Stefan for a few changes in that area!
But not a Straddle Carrier
like the one behind
Miranda & Stefan (left)
with wheels twice their
height. Huck’s fists may
pump at the thought of
operating this monster but
Miranda can’t see it here,
well ….…not yet anyway!!

ADD, especially on long hectic summer
days, smiling & being pleasant to all members, visitors and
general public, maintaining staff morale, having cold water tea
coffee sunbeam-cream insect repellant
& the first aid kit on hand, handling
emergencies, requests for rescue,
faulty keycards, complaints and all the
other daily demands. And of course
supporting & assisting Stefan Rob &
Wayne in countless different ways as
our excellent office staff do so well!

SHERYL & MIRANDA
Yaringa community salutes you!
Office Manager Sheryl Smith (above)
& Assistant Office Manager Miranda (right) always smiling!
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YARINGA hosts the team
GLOBAL RACING
Among 2009’s noteworthy slips at Yaringa slipway
was a flurry of colourful activity as John Gilbert’s
racing team of driver, throttles, crew & marine
mechanics had descended on the Yaringa slipway.
Their vessel Global Racing 54 was trucked in, offloaded, launched and retrieved by travel lift, all
for the team to replace, trial & adjust propellers.

The Global Racing team was
appreciative of the courteous
service provided by Yaringa’s
caring office & slipway staff.

IFISH Episode filmed at Yaringa.

Television film crews are not uncommon at Yaringa. Fishing
enthusiasts will recall 5 episodes of the classic TV series ‘The Fishing Shack’ being filmed at Yaringa hosted
by SEN ‘Recreational Boating & Fishing Show’ personality Glenn Knight & more recently many episodes of
’River to Reef’ hosted by Glenn and produced by Phil. So it was no surprise that IFISH approached Yaringa.
Tackleworld of Cranbourne’s Paul Worsteling is known to many
Yaringa members for his long standing support & sponsorship of
Yaringa Fishing Club. His popular Sunday fishing show IFISH on
Channel One HD is filmed at top fishing spots all round Australia.
Yaringa was chosen as the setting for the 2009 Mothers Day
Episode. The film crew shot some magnificent dawn footage of a
breathtaking Sunrise over Yaringa marina reminiscent of the start
to each episode of ‘The Fishing Shack’.
Kojak, a mate of Paul's, was on hand to
launch his IFISH boat ready for Paul to
take his Mum out to be filmed catching
Elephant Fish. Great episode, great Yaringa scenes - well done Paul Worsteling!

KOJAK launching Paul
Worsteling’s boat for IFISH

ACT TWO Painting: Geoff 0417561744 AVENGER MARINE Boat Builder: Shane 5977 3791 /0421567 073

STREAMLINE
FIBREGLASS
Fibreglassing,
Painting &
Boat Refurbishing
specialists:

Chris 5977 4434
0414819723
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SUPREME MARINE All mechanical repairs & servicing including:
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE

Yaringa has over 600 permanent boats and every
boat has a motor of some type. Leigh & Justin have the training, skills and experience to service all of them.
So why not book in for a motor service every year and get a free battery starter & steering check thrown in?

RAMP ASSISTANCE

Should you have any problem getting your boat started Supreme Marine
will come to the day berths to assist. If it’s a flat battery, fuel or seized steering they’ll usually get you going okay.
If it’s more serious you can arrange for a workshop repair that day if it can be fitted in or later in the week.

BREAKDOWN SERVICE On-the-Water

“Tell someone who cares”

The boys from Supreme Marine will assist boat owners having mechanical difficulties out on the Bay, providing
someone is available at the time to come out in the Supreme Marine work boat.
Keep one of their cards on your boat! You never know when you might just need a helping hand. There is usually
a fee for this service depending on the circumstances and type of assistance required.

Call Supreme: 5977

3066 Leigh 0407 516 973 Justin 0416 227 364

Peninsula Marine Covers
Yaringa Boat Services Workshop 2
3 Lumeah Road Somerville
Ph 5977 3399

Based at Yaringa with 20 years experience, Jason
Of Peninsula Marine Covers can meet all your needs
•
Bimini canopies and covers
•
Travel and storage covers
•
Fly bridge covers and Spray dodgers
•
Biminis and Mesh window covers
•
Cushions, seating and marine carpet
•
Interior upholstery and fit outs
•
Clears and General Trimming
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AN OPEN LETTER FROM SUPERIOR.
Hello to all readers,
Since the last issue of “Yaringa Magazine” there has been
a change to your on-site rigging business. Craig and Lisa
Freeman have taken over from Linda & Duncan Sandell
to become SUPERIOR MASTS & RIGGING P/L

Some of you will have known Craig from C-Stainless as he
has been fabricating stainless steel applications on boats at
Yaringa and in this area for many years.
You will still get the same high quality stainless steel fabrication but at his new premises of SMR. Craig has extensive experience in the marine trade including boat building,
stainless steel and aluminium fabrications, mast and rigging
work, deckhand and skippering.
Craig and his wife Lisa sailed extensively on their own
yacht for over 6 years from Tasmania to Port Douglas and
to the South Pacific. Settling down with two young children
they took on a new challenge with SMR. Linda & Duncan
have been a wonderful help during
take-over. Duncan
still pokes his head
in for a laugh. Oh,
and don’t forget the
soon-to-be qualified
apprentice
Matt. He came with
the business, and
what a great asset
he has become.

BOATS FOR SALE 5977 3004
YACHTS Keel boats & Trailersailers
POWER BOATS Fishing boats Cruisers
For expert and friendly
assistance to buy or sell a
boat and for all your
Chandlery requirements
see Maliney Bakker
Boat fittings & equipment
Weather & Safety Gear
Marine Paints Antifouling
Fishing Tackle & Licenses
Ice & Bait
Giftware Arts & Craft

For professional
service and customised results come & talk to us anytime:
SUPERIOR MASTS & RIGGING 3 Lumeah Rd (Yaringa).
Masts: new extrusions & refurbishments of existing masts.
Standing Rigging: turnbuckles, toggles, wires.
Running Rigging: spectra or double braid ropes.
Stainless Steel Fabrications: handrails, davits, brackets, etc
Aluminium fabrications: mastheads, spreader bands.
Other applications: lifelines, furler installations, deck layout.
Wire swaging: 3mm to 12mm wire.
Hardware components: blocks, shackles, winches, furlers.

-Ronstan
-Furlex

-Wichard
-Garhauer

-Profurl
-Lewmar

-Selde
-SeaAir

Call Maliney 5977

3004
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YARINGA MARINA
650 BOATS
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ABUNDANT FISHING
GROUNDS

BRILLIANT SAILING

Yaringa Marina- 1 Lumeah Road Somerville Vic 3912 Melway Ref: 149 K7
Ph 5977 4154 Fax 5977 3156 email: info@yaringa.com.au Web: www.yaringa.com.au

